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 As a make-up artist you will have a rewarding work with flexible hours. So long as you have the
desire, you can become a professional makeup artist. Unlike becoming a cosmetologist or
esthetician that have strict requirements (such as for example hours worked, type of schooling,
and a written check), in most jurisdictions you can turn into a makeup artist instantly. As a make-
up artist you will have the satisfaction of earning your vision possible. A make-up artist is
intimately mixed up in most significant and exciting occasions of people's lives, from weddings
to the Academy Awards. Makeup artists reach work with superstars such as versions, actors,
politicians, and musicians.Imagine having a great, high-paying job that enables you to use your
creativeness to make people look good. In the event that you start your very own business as a
freelance make-up artist you will love the freedom of being your own boss. You don't need years
of specialized training, or any particular certification to begin as a makeup artist. Plus you can
find invitations to parties, admission to exclusive restaurants and clubs, or introductions to other
celebrities you admire. Welcome to the world of makeup artistry! Best makeup artists get paid
hundreds or thousands of dollars a day for their services. You can find few jobs that offer so
many benefits. If being truly a makeup artist sounds like the profession of your dreams, the
FabJob Information to Become a Makeup Artist can be for you! In this book you'll discover how
you can get started and succeed in a profession as professional makeup artist. This guide gives
insider tips and professional career advice from successful professional makeup artists who
have worked for numerous celebrities and done makeup for album covers, commercials, hit films,
national magazines, music videos, and television. It addresses topics of vital importance to
anyone who wants to learn to apply makeup and get hired as a makeup artist.
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. It's not really for the makeup application aspect of the industry though it does give a few ideas,
but way more for the business enterprise end. How to marketplace oneself as an MUA, how to
get a job in various markets etc. Suggest it to everyone! The reserve mentions different schools
one can focus on get training, the majority of that i already knew by status so the book is current.
The cd that comes with it is very helpful too since it provides outlines and templates for invoices
lists, just about the fundamentals of everything an MUA would want from wedding jobs to film
careers. Buy this book, trust me you'll need it! some years. I love this book ! It doesnt have very
much pics to observe how to use everything but... that's okay becausethis guide is quite
informative! It has alot of info in regards to you having the ability to attain a job asa makeup
artist. What you need in your kit , how to present yourself in the buisness,and also makeup
application tips for women and males ! I will never eliminate this book even easily do get a job!
Cosmetics Your Biz? It tells you a little about make-up tips, what you need for your kit, where to
head to school (or what things to look for in a college), and a whole lot more! I would recommend
it to anyone who is thinking about this fun and thrilling career. It really is a great investment!
Great Book For Inspiring MUA This book is very informative when it comes to the business side
of being a MUA.--this is Your Book! This is a great book for everyone from your neighborhood
Mary Kay/Avon lady to the lady at the MAC counter to a runway worker in Milan. All the nuts and
bolts of the BUSINESS are here--not just beauty tips. How to bill, develop a portfolio, network to
possess faces to focus on, do wedding groupings, work on a film set and even which and how to
join the union. This book offered me lots of necessary data I couldn't find any place else and
helped improve my confidence. Great work! Fantastic! Because the first day I received this
publication, i have already been reading it! Good Resource for Career Info Good resource to get
your career in makeup started. I believe this is publication is excellent for that because not too
many authors consider that part of it that is also very important. This is a fabulous publication,
explains in detail, gives you tips and is really designed for you to assist you turn into a makeup
artist and begin your own business! Not really much for software itself, but even more for the
business enterprise side of professional make-up. Informative For my first circular with make up
books this has a whole lot of information for anybody just getting started or looking to soak up
any type of information it offers you a little consider that life and some of what things to except I
was pleased My instructor recommended. etc. Plenty of useful info of setting up your
organization, creating your portfolio, what to look for in a school. I actually enjoyed reading the
reserve. I believe its a helpful guidebook for newbies in the Makeup Artistry world." Let's see! Five
Stars Great book Five Stars Great condition ? Five Stars fair book great Been wanting this
publication for awhile... I regrettably have to say, not much of this info was useful.Great Book I
found this book to be very helpful.. A simple and rough instruction to know what to be prepared
to turn into a makeup artist. Nonetheless it more than meet up with the eyes.. If you need to be
considered a good make ... I bought the book for myself 10 years ago and thought that it had
been very valuable. great tips A simple and rough guidebook to know what to expect .. The rest
will happen as it may, depending on who you know and whether you're available. I've been a
Make-up Artist for . And that is the cold hard truth. If you need to be a good constitute artist -
practice your ass off, use your GOOD SENSE, work fast and always show up on time. not much of
this information was useful. TURN INTO A Makeup Artist! I'm a constitute artist and I purchased
this reserve at the start of my career. I purchased if for a "Mentee. It gave good career tips,
background details and simple guidelines on marketing yourself.
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